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We are
Euro FreelancersFundraisersInvestorsCurated marketplace matching fundraisers with projects that need funding

TELL ME HOW


LET’S TALK









Here is What We Do
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EU Funding
We help you spot EU funding opportunities, develop a project, find partners and write a winning application.
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Private Investments
We help you meet investors and manage the process of raising the capital you need to grow your company.
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Seed Fund
We manage our own investment fund to support ventures with proven traction that require equity for growth.
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EU Funding
Raising EU funding is an extremely competitive process. While an outstanding project is an absolute must, the skills to sell your idea to the funders and knowledge of the EU policy context are equally important.
GET EU FUNDING SUPPORT









Private Equity
Trying to raise capital? Look no further. We connect fundraisers professionals to businesses seeking private equity and private investments in Europe, North America, China and South-East Asia.
RAISE YOUR ROUND WITH US
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Seed Fund
Our investments provide early-stage capital for startups which have established initial operations but require additional support to achieve critical mass and secure growth in other countries and markets.
GET FUNDED BY US









Our Numbers Speak for Themselves




0
Approved EU applications with 67% success rate






0
Secured funding rounds for startups in our dealflow






0
Independent fundraisers in our network






0
Million euros invested since 2010 and 8 exits








Don’t Take Our Word for it, Take Theirs
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Janet Morris
HEINEKEN


“Working with Euro Freelancers fundraisers, I was able to raise additional financial support from the EU to achieve our outreach programs in the Netherlands. This is exactly the type of support we envisaged from the agreement and I’m pleased to say that Euro Freelancers fully delivered.”
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Willie Brown
ACCENTURE


“The team at Euro Freelancers is passionate about their work and delivered exceptional quality that helped us achieve planned goals. They greatly contributed in fine tuning our vision into an outstanding project that received EU funding. I look forward to continue working with them.”
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Sean Fisher
NETFLIX


“I worked with the team of Euro Freelancers to develop an advocacy position and funding plan in Brussels. They are sharp, creative and results-oriented. I recommend them very much to any organisation looking to accelerate the development of their businesses all over the EU.”






Trusted by the Top Tier
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Let’s work together 
on your next fundraise
hello@euro-freelancers.eu



+ 358 45 78 766 799







REACH OUT
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We are Euro Freelancers, 
the Fundraising Marketplace
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